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Cognitive control, the ability to align our actions with goals or context, is largely absent in children under four. How then are preschoolers able to tailor their behavior to best match the situation? Learning may provide an alternative route to context-sensitive responding. This study investigated this hypothesis in the Dimensional Change Card Sort (DCCS), a classic test of cognitive control that most under-fours fail. A training intervention based on learning theoretic principles proved highly effective: Three-year-olds who learned about DCCS rules and game contexts in a card-labeling task, subsequently transferred this knowledge to sorting in the DCCS, passing at more than 3 times the rate of controls (N = 47). This surprising finding reveals much about the nature of the developing mind.

Although a 3-year-old girl might appear to simply be a smaller version of her 4-year-old brother, studies have revealed some surprising differences between them: While her older brother will successfully pass most of the tasks that have been devised to test the cognitive capabilities of the very young, odds are that she will fail every one of them. At test, a typical 4-year-old can ably navigate the conflicting dimensions of appearance and reality, correctly judge questions of false belief, successfully switch between competing rules in the Dimensional Change Card Sort (DCCS), and when faced with a forced choice task, reliably choose between two alternatives according to their prior probabilities. An average 3-year-old, on the other hand, will maximize in that same task (fixating on the most likely response), fail to distinguish reality from false belief and appearance from reality in standard batteries, and fail to switch from one sorting rule to another in the DCCS, even when the new rule is clearly stated (for reviews, see Diamond, 2002; Hanania & Smith, 2009; Ramscar & Gitcho, 2007).

Over the past two decades, the underlying causes of these phenomena have been much debated, and many conflicting explanations have been offered to account for 3-year-olds’ curious performance in these tasks (see, e.g., cognitive control & complexity theory, Zelazo, Müller, Frye, & Marcovitch, 2003; active vs. latent representations, Cepeda & Munakata, 2007; Diamond, Carlson, & Beck, 2005; Morton & Munakata, 2002; Yerys & Munakata, 2006; attentional inertia, Kirkham, Cruess, & Diamond, 2003; redescription, Kloko & Perner, 2005; Kloko, Perner, Kerschhuber, Dabernig, & Aichhorn, 2008; negative priming, Müll, Dick, Gela, Overton, & Zelazo, 2006; Perner, Stammer, & Lang, 1999). While the bulk of these proposals have been aimed at accounting for why 3- and 4-year-olds perform so differently, an equally puzzling question has been accorded rather less attention: Given the inflexibility of thought revealed in these tests, why is this rigidity so difficult to detect in the normal course of events? Why is it that young children appear to be capable of responding in flexible and context sensitive ways in some situations, but not in others (Brooks, Hanauer, Padowska, & Rosman, 2003; Deák, 2003)?

Here, we outline a solution to this puzzle, based on a consideration of the different ways in which a
child might resolve the conflict between competing ways of responding to a given situation, so as to choose the response most appropriate to that context. We propose that there are at least two ways in which response conflict can be handled in the mind: dynamic response conflict resolution, which processes and resolves conflicting response demands online, as they arise, and contextual discrimination learning, which shapes the degree to which responses are evoked in specific contexts and which can serve to reduce (or even eliminate) potential response conflicts that would otherwise need to be resolved online. While older children and adults will in most cases have access to both “routes” of response-conflict resolution, we suggest that children under four are generally limited to one: learning. Under-fours are able to match their behavior to context in remarkably subtle and sensitive ways, but only once they have learned to do so. If they have not learned to match a response or a behavior to a context, under-fours’ difficulty with handling online response conflict proves their undoing in psychological tests.

Response Conflict and the DCCS Task

In the standard DCCS, children are asked to sort cards with two prominent dimensions—color and shape—into bins in which these dimensions have been reversed (Figure 1). For example, if a child is holding cards with red stars and blue trucks, the bins will be marked with blue stars and red trucks. If the child is asked to sort by color, the red stars will go with the red trucks and the blue stars will go with the blue trucks; if the child is asked to sort by shape, the red stars will go with the blue stars, and the red trucks will go with the blue trucks. Importantly, when a child is asked to sort by one dimension—say, shape—changing the sort dimension to color will also change the correct sort bin: For example, red stars go in the truck bin when sorted by color, but the star bin when sorted by shape. Successful sorting in the postswitch thus requires the child to actively choose between conflicting responses, suppressing the dominant sorting response (which has been strongly associated with the cards over the initial game trials) in favor of a contradictory alternative (which is now relevant to the task at hand).

Response conflict will arise whenever the requirements of a specific task conflict with an equally or more strongly learned pattern of responding that is prompted by the same context. To successfully resolve this conflict, an individual must be able to effectively override the biased response in favor of a less well-learned (or less well-primed) response that is more appropriate to the context (Novick, True, & Thompson-Schill, 2010). In adults, the ability to actively and selectively respond in this way can be easily illustrated in relation to the Stroop test, in which subjects are asked to identify the ink color of a conflicting color word. For example, if green is printed in red ink, red is the appropriate response. Success in this task involves resolving the conflict between the dominant response (reading) and a disfavored but contextually appropriate response (ink naming). Although the undertaking is cognitively demanding (especially when a time component is introduced), most adults are able to pass the Stroop if they are given time to formulate their response.

The DCCS imposes a similar set of task demands, but in a game designed for children. To succeed in the DCCS, a child must be able to resolve response conflict online as the sorting requirements change between games. Unlike adults and older children, however, 3-year-olds not only tend to fail the DCCS but also the broader battery of behavioral measures designed to test various aspects of online response selection (Ramscar & Gilcho, 2007). For the DCCS at least, this poor performance is unlikely to be attributable to the verbal sophistication of the task: Three-year-olds can correctly answer questions about how to sort cards according to the game rules, even as the rules change, and consistently sort correctly in the first game (Zelazo, Frye, & Rapus, 1996; but see Munakata & Yerys, 2001). It is not until the beginning of the second game, when the child is handed a fresh card and asked to sort by the new rule that the difficulty emerges: Three-year-olds who appear to

![Figure 1. The Dimensional Change Card Sort (DCCS) task. Cards can be sorted by shape (in which case, the red star card is sorted into the left bin) or color (in which case, the red star card is sorted to the right bin).](image)
“know” that the rules have changed nevertheless fail to switch their responses, and continue to sort by the first rule. Children make identical errors when observing a puppet sort the cards (Jacques, Zelazo, Kirkham, & Semczen, 1999), suggesting that the difficulty is not solely one of motor perseveration. This pattern of responding is seen up until around age 4, when children begin to consistently pass the DCCS, successfully matching the cards to the bins both before and after the sorting rules are changed (Zelazo et al., 2003).

Why do 3-year-olds typically fail the DCCS, while 4-year-olds pass it? What aspects of the underlying developmental process motivate this transition? One promising suggestion is that 3-year-olds’ poor performance is related to the immaturity of the prefrontal cortex (PFC; Brooks et al., 2003; Deák, 2003; Diamond, 2002; Moriguchi & Hiraki, 2009; Ramscar & Gitcho, 2007). PFC has long been implicated in flexible, goal-directed behavior (Miller & Cohen, 2001), and collectively, its regions are thought to act as a “dynamic filter” that selectively maintains appropriate patterns of neural activation, while gating inappropriate or irrelevant ones (Shimamura, 2000). Moreover, in adults, PFC is known to be a critical component in a functional circuit that appears to deal with the demands of online response-conflict processing (Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2004; Yeung, Nystrom, Aronson, & Cohen, 2006).

There is strong evidence supporting the idea that prefrontal function is late in developing (Davidson, Amso, Cruess Anderson, & Diamond, 2006) and that the neural circuitry that underpins it follows a protracted, nonlinear developmental trajectory (Ramscar & Gitcho, 2007). For example, while synaptogenesis in visual and auditory cortex peaks a few months after birth, the same developments occur only much later in PFC (Huttenlocher & Dabholkar, 1997). In additional, Von Economo neurons, which appear to play important role in signaling between the areas involved in response-conflict processing, are largely absent in newborns and only reach adult levels in the 4th year (Allman, Watson, Tetreault, & Hakeem, 2005; Ramscar & Gitcho, 2007; Rueda, Rothbart, McCandliss, Saccamanno, & Posner, 2005).

As a consequence of this prolonged period of cortical immaturity, children under four exhibit patterns of impaired behavioral and cognitive control that is similar in many ways to that of patients with neurological PFC damage (Thompson-Schill, Ramscar, & Evangela, 2009). Young children seem largely unable to act in ways that conflict with dominant prepotent responses and are highly limited in their ability to dynamically filter their behavior or their learning in accordance with the demands of a particular context or goal (Ramscar & Gitcho, 2007). On balance then, the neurological and behavioral evidence suggests that 3-year-olds’ difficulties with rule switching in the DCCS stems from the slow functional development of the neural circuitry that underlies response-conflict processing.

**Discrimination Learning**

While under-fours appear largely incapable of resolving conflict online, there is still another “route” to success available to them in the DCCS: learning. Children can learn that the games associated with each sorting rule provide the contextual information needed to make the appropriate response and then use this (implicit) knowledge to effectively minimize response conflict that the DCCS usually evokes, thereby allowing them to pass the task. This suggestion is supported by the finding that typical patterns of prefrontal activation seen in the structurally similar Stroop task vanish when adult participants engage in the task for a sufficient amount of time, indicating that participants learn context appropriate representations that eliminate the local response conflict that they ordinarily encounter during the course of the task (Erickson et al., 2004; see also Ramscar & Yarlett, 2007; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). However, as children typically fail the task despite the presence of contextual cues, it also seems clear that in ordinary testing circumstances, the game cues do not provide enough scaffolding to enable 3-year-olds to pass the DCCS.

To explain why these contextual cues might still matter, we first need to consider the way that responses that lead to response conflict in the DCCS could be learned and discriminated in an implicit learning paradigm. In contemporary learning theory, learning is conceptualized as a process of discriminating ever better predictive cues to the relevant events in (or responses to) one’s environment. Learning models embody the ideas: (a) that learning is driven by “surprise” (prediction error)—which occurs whenever our expectations and reality fail to align—and (b) that learning is attenuated when expectation and reality are aligned, such that there is little remaining uncertainty about the events that will unfold in a given context (for a review, see Ramscar, Yarlett, Dye, Denny, & Thorpe, 2010). Learning serves to reduce uncertainty about how to respond in a given context, by discriminating in favor of more informative cues to
responses, and discriminating against less informative cues (i.e., cues which would lead to an inappropriate response; see Rescorla, 1988). As uncertainty diminishes, and a learner’s certainty about the likelihood of a given response increases in kind, learning asymptotes.

For example, in the Rescorla and Wagner (1972) learning rule, changes in the value of cues in learning are determined by a discrepancy function \( \lambda - \nu \), which takes the difference between expectation and reality across trials, and uses this to update expectations by modifying the associative values of the set of cues to a given response. Cue values are strengthened when an appropriate response is underpredicted, and weakened when it is overpredicted (or predicted erroneously; Kamin, 1969; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). Importantly, associative value lost by one cue can be subsumed by other cues, resulting in a competition for relevance between cues. The outcome of this competition is determined both by positive evidence about co-occurrences between cues and predicted events (reinforcement), and negative evidence about nonoccurrences of predicted responses (error).

Accordingly, the distribution of error associated with the set of cues to a particular outcome critically affects the values that individual cues take on in learning. The value of each cue is shaped by the combined value of both the positive and negative evidence provided by that cue, and the value of the evidence supplied by other competing cues. This results in patterns of learning that are very different from those that would result if learning were limited to simple co-occurrence tracking (a common misconception of learning; see Rescorla, 1988). Competitive discrimination learning uncovers the predictive structure of the environment, allowing learners to discover the cues that best predict appropriate outcomes (Ramscar et al., 2010; Smith, Colunga, & Yoshida, 2010).

It is worth adding that while much of the impetus for the development of these models came from behavioral experiments in animals, there is now good evidence for their neurobiological basis (see Schultz, 2006, for a review). The learning rule we have described accurately predicts patterns of synaptic firing in midbrain dopamine neurons in learning tasks (Waelti, Dickinson, & Schultz, 2001) and has been productively applied to many aspects of human behavior and cognition, such as decision making, executive function, habitual learning, and response selection (Montague, Hyman, & Cohen, 2004), demonstrating considerable predictive and explanatory power.

### Method

Discriminative learning offers a mechanism that can allow young children to learn to match specific responses to specific contexts. A child can learn to better respond in context by implicitly learning to discriminate the cues to an appropriate response from unhelpful or distracting cues by monitoring the error associated with them. This process will invariably highlight contextual cues (because these will be most informative about context-appropriate responses) and devalue many context-independent cues (which may provide support for inappropriate responses). In principle, the outcome of this process should be better tuned, more context-sensitive responding.

In the DCCS, the “games” associated with each sorting rule offer just the kind of contextual information children need to help them succeed at the task. If a child was to learn to attend to (assign high values to) Conjunctive cues that take into account both the game context and the relevant sort dimension (e.g., star + shape game and red + color game), and to ignore (assign low values to) any inappropriate cues, then switching ought not to be a problem. However, to learn what the correct cues are, children will first have to discriminate them from cues that are less relevant to this context but that nevertheless carry valuable information, either in other contexts or across contexts: in particular, the dimensional cues, color (red) and shape (star). In what follows, we present a computational model that shows formally how perseverative sorting on switch trials is a natural result of cue competition in the early parts of this process.

Before detailing how this model works, however, it is worth considering the conceptual picture that underpins our simulations of learning in the DCCS, in which the process of learning the game rules is seen as a one of tuning the expectations that “sculpt attentional biases” (Colunga & Smith, 2008, p. 180).

Imagine a 3-year-old watching her brother complete the DCCS. Although she has never played before, her brother has played many times, and he always sorts correctly. As she watches him sort cards, the girl (or, more accurately, her implicit learning mechanisms, which process information in the way we describe here) tries to guess each of his upcoming moves, placing bets on the probability that he will sort one way or the other. In an attempt to optimize her success rate, she successively refines her predictions over the course of the game based on how each of her bets pays off.
Suppose the girl’s brother begins the DCCS with a color sorting game. Initially, she might hedge her bets because she will not know whether the color cue (sort by red) and the shape cue (sort by star) predict the correct sort. However, because red always succeeds in predicting the correct sort in the color game, whereas star never does, she will place more and more of her chips on red, until she is no longer betting on star at all.

By the end of the first color game, she will have learned that she can maximize her returns by betting all her chips on red all the time. However, when the game changes—and her brother begins to sort by shape—her luck will change. She will still be placing her bets on red, but now star is proving to be the more reliable cue. In response to this, she will begin to divest some chips from red and put them on star instead. As the shape game continues, she will move more and more of her assets to star.

As we have described it so far, the process of reallocating chips will simply reverse itself on every switch trial: the girl will learn to bet on one cue, then another, and then back to the first. However, she can learn to predict her brother’s sorts more accurately if she incorporates some contextual information into her strategy. In the DCCS, each sort takes place within the context of the shape or color game. Instead of placing her bets on only the two cues, she can hedge her bets by considering other possible cues. For example, in addition to the two-dimensional cues (red and star), she might consider placing her bets on conjunctive cues (Gluck & Bower, 1988) that integrate these dimensions with the contexts provided by the games (e.g., color game + red and shape game + star).

Because these conjunctive cues will only be present in the contexts in which they actually occur, they will not lead to losses: Each bet on the appropriate conjunctive cues will be rewarded. By contrast, the dimensional cues will only pay dividends half the time (red is a good bet in color games but not shape games, and vice versa for star). As evidence of the unreliability of the dimensional cues grows, the girl will move more and more of her chips away from them, as experience teaches her to focus her attention on the conjunctive cues instead.

A Model of Error-Driven Learning

To formally illustrate how this process leads to the pattern of perseveration seen in the DCCS, we simulated the competition between conjunctive (Contextual + Dimensional) cues representing color game + red and shape game + star and the individual cues red and star across repeated DCCS trials using the Rescorla and Wagner (1972) model of error-driven learning (Siegel & Allan, 1996; for other applications to learning in early childhood, see Ramscar et al., 2010; Ramscar, Dye, Popick, & O’Donnell-McCarthy, 2011).

In Rescorla–Wagner, learning is simulated by changes to the associative strengths between individual cues (C) and an outcome based on the results of discrete learning trials. If the presence of a cue or outcome X at time t is defined as present (X, t), and its absence as absent (X, t), then the predictive value \( V \) of a cue \( C_i \) for an outcome \( O \) after a learning event at time \( t+1 \) can be stated as:

\[
V_{i}^{t+1} = V_{i}^{t} + \Delta V_{i}^{t},
\]

while the change (\( \Delta \)) to the predictive value of \( V_{i}^{t} \) can be defined as:

\[
\Delta V_{i}^{t} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \text{ABSENT}(C_i,t) \\
\alpha_1 \beta_1 \left( \lambda - \sum_{\text{PRESENT}(C_i,t)} V_{j} \right) & \text{if } \text{PRESENT}(C_i,t) \& \text{PRESENT}(O,t) \\
\alpha_2 \beta_2 \left( 0 - \sum_{\text{PRESENT}(C_i,t)} V_{j} \right) & \text{if } \text{PRESENT}(C_i,t) \& \text{ABSENT}(O,t)
\end{cases}
\]

Learning is thus governed by a discrepancy function in which \( \lambda \) is the total value of a predicted event \( O \) (the maximum amount of associative strength that the event can support; here it is simply set to 100, indicating that an event can be fully anticipated) and \( V_j \) is the predictive value for \( O \) given the set of cues \( C_j \) present at time \( t \).

Importantly, there is no notion of explicit feedback in the model. Rescorla–Wagner learns—that is, adjusts cue weights—in response to the occurrence or nonoccurrence of relevant events. In this, it samples the implicit predictive structure of the learning environment. The learning rule is thus particularly well suited to capture the patterns of learning of young children, who are not yet able to selectively attend to their environment in the same manner as adults (Thompson-Schill et al., 2009).
In trials in which there is positive evidence—that is, in which expected responses do occur—the learning rule produces a negatively accelerated learning curve (the result of responses being better predicted, which reduces the discrepancy between what is expected and what is observed) and asymptotic learning over repeated trials (as responses become fully predicted).

In trials that result in negative evidence—that is, in which an expected response fails to occur—\( \lambda_j \) (the expected response) takes a value of zero because it did not occur. In such cases, the discrepancy function \( (\lambda_j - V_j) \) produces a negative value, resulting in a reduction in the associative strength between the cues present on that trial and the absent response \( j \).

The total amount of predictive (cue) value any given outcome can support in learning is finite. Informally, this captures the idea that if predictive confidence keeps rising, it must eventually reach a point of certainty. As a result, cues compete with one another for relevance, and this produces learning patterns that often differ greatly from those that would arise by simply recording the correlations between cues and responses (Rescorla, 1988).

The rate of change (\( \Delta \)) at \( t \) is determined by two factors: the overall learning rate \( \beta \) (where \( 0 \leq \beta \leq 1 \)) and the individual saliency of cues, \( \alpha_i \) (where \( 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1 \)). In the simulation we conducted, \( \lambda = 100\% \) (when \( j \) was present in a trial) or 0\% (when \( j \) was not present in a trial), \( \alpha_i = 1 \) and \( \beta_j = 0.3 \). By setting the \( \alpha \) parameter to 1, we effectively eliminated its influence on our simulations. These parameter settings were held constant throughout all the simulations reported below.

**Simulating Competitive Learning in the DCCS**

Simulation 1 models competitive learning in the DCCS over three successive games. The simulation predicts that if a child observes the correct sort being made on every trial, she will learn to value conjunctive (context + dimension) cues, allowing her to successfully switch rules in the DCCS. The initial implementation makes three straightforward assumptions:

1. The appropriate sorting response is always made; that is, the child learns in response to what ought to happen.
2. That the dimensional cues will each predict the correct sort on half the trials; for example, red will predict the correct sort in the color game but not the shape game.
3. That the conjunctive cues will always predict the correct sort; for example, color game + red will predict the correct sort in color game trials and will not be present on any trial in which shape is matched (i.e., shape game trials).

The model thus captures the state of a child who is given the opportunity to sort the cards, and either (a) correctly sorts each one on each trial, despite other possible responses, or (b) observes another participant make the correct response on every trial. Given this assumption, it is important to keep in mind the (somewhat counterintuitive) idea that even when the model predicts on one trial that the child will give an incorrect response, learning on the next trial proceeds as if she had not. The simulation thus makes predictions about what the child’s response behavior will look like at any given point along the learning trajectory, after having observed—or made—a certain number of correct sorts and switches. (This assumption is discussed in further detail in the following section.)

Training began with a color game (Trial 1), followed by a shape game (appearing in Trial 7). To reflect children’s experience in DCCS tests, the model was trained for six trials in each game, with training alternating between games.

In the first DCCS game shown in Figure 2, the dimensional cue red and the conjunctive cue color game + red gain in associative value. At the rule switch, the model pegs red as the favored cue to
sorting. However, following the switch, red begins to lose associative value as it now fails to predict the correct sort. Over time, cue competition causes red to be effectively dissociated from correct sorting in this situation. The error generated by red over shape trials (where red continues to predict a color sort) results in a gradual shift of associative value from the dimensional cue red to the conjunctive cue color game + red, which does not lose value in this way because it is not present on shape trials.

It is important to note here that even though the dimensional cue (red) and the conjunctive cue (color game + red) co-occur with correct sorts with exactly the same frequency—that is, on half of all trials—the dimensional cues also co-occur with incorrect sorts, whereas the conjunctive cues do not. This means that the distribution of error (the combined evidence) will favor the conjunctive cues over the long run. Thus, the child will learn to ignore the unreliable cues over switch trials, thereby diminishing any bias toward perseverative responding.

This pattern of learning is clearly evident in the simulation (Figure 3): Depending on the game being played, the predictive value of a given conjunctive cue will either flatline if it is not present (e.g., red + color game on shape game trials, Trials 7–12) or increase if it is (e.g., star + shape game on shape game trials, Trials 19–24). Meanwhile, the value of each of the isolated dimensional cues red and star will continue to rise and fall depending on whether they are being reinforced in the game being played (e.g., star will rise on shape game trials and fall on color game trials). However, the overall trend for the dimensional cues is downward, as they will bleed associative value to the conjunctive cues. Indeed, after the second switch trial (Trial 13), the value of the dimensional cues will fall below that of the contextual cues, never to recover.

Behaviorally, the model suggests that perseverative sorting will occur whenever cues supporting the incorrect response are valued over those supporting the correct response, and, response conflict will occur whenever cues supporting the wrong response are strong relative to those supporting the correct response, even if they are not necessarily preferred. Given this, we can see that the model predicts a perseverative response on the first switch Trial (7): The value of the red cue far outstrips that of the star cue. However, the balance of power soon shifts. If we now turn to the third switch trial (19), we can see that while the value of the red cue outstrips that of the star cue, the value of the star + shape game cue far outstrips both dimensional cues.

Compatible Accounts

In Simulation 1, initial perseveration resulted from children failing to discriminate the contextual cues appropriate for correct sorting from competing cues that lead to error. This formal account of the way learning influences performance in the DCCS is compatible with a number of theoretical proposals about the factors that affect children’s ability to successfully complete the task. For example, it has been suggested that perseverative responding in the task arises from attentional inertia: that once 3-year-olds have “focused their attention on a particular dimension, their attention gets stuck there, and they have extreme difficulty redirecting it” (Kirkham et al., 2003, p. 451). The problem is thought to be one of perspective: Once a child has grasped one sort dimension, she has trouble flipping her “mental focus” and thinking about it along the other (Diamond & Kirkham, 2005; Kloo & Perner, 2005). Our model of learning formalizes the idea of “mental focus,” allowing the way attention shifts as a function of experience to be more precisely accounted for (see also Colunga & Smith, 2005).

Similarly, our account shares certain similarities with cognitive complexity and control theory (CCC; Zelazo et al., 2003), which suggests that successfully passing the DCCS requires that a child formulate a higher order “if . . . if . . . then” rule that integrates two conflicting pairs of rules within a propositional structure (e.g., “if a1, then if b1, then c1” while “if

![Figure 3. Rescorla–Wagner simulation of cue competition in six DCCS games. Each peak can be taken to represent a rule switch. The simulation assumes that the correct sorts are seen in each Trial. Prediction error (negative evidence) causes the individual cues to lose associative value to the conjunctive (context + dimension) cues over successive trials.](image)
a2, then if b1, then c2”). Our model recharacterizes these rules in terms that allow us to examine the degree to which children’s learning about them is implicit and contextual (Towse, Redbond, Houston-Price, & Cook, 2000). If children are given the DCCS without the aid of contextual training, they will still need to be able to resolve response conflict to pass it, as CCC theory suggests (indeed, most theories agree on this; see Diamond et al., 2005). However, formalizing the way that rules and representations are learned not only explains why children ordinarily fail the DCCS but also explains why children are able to respond flexibly in some tasks, even as they fail to do so in others. Furthermore, it allows us to predict the kind of learning experiences that should improve children’s performance on the task.

**Generalizing From Naming to Sorting**

Simulation 1 (Figures 2 and 3) shows how contextual learning can serve to reduce response conflict in the standard DCCS, thereby offering an alternate route to success in the DCCS. If children are trained to associate sorting by shape with a “shape game” and sorting by color with a “color game,” they can eliminate the response conflict normally associated with the DCCS by learning to value context-dependent cues to sorting (red star card + color game = sort by red) over context-independent cues, which frequently lead to errors.

This simulation provides a solution to a puzzle in the current literature: although under-fours routinely fail the DCCS, they can often reliably name the dimensions of the cards, even when they fail to correctly sort them (Kirkham et al., 2003). While on its face this finding may seem surprising, it need not be. Children have far more experience with naming than with sorting, and they get far more opportunities to watch other people use names in context. Given that children regularly hear objects referred to in terms of their shape and color, and so on, they are likely to have done a great deal of learning (including observational learning) about pairing shape words with shape questions and color words with color questions and so forth. (Landau, Smith, & Jones, 1988; Sandhofer & Smith, 1999). When it comes to a card-naming task, this kind of contextual discrimination learning will have diminished the degree to which color words suggest themselves as responses to shape-naming questions, thereby minimizing response conflict and enabling children to flexibly name the appropriate dimensions of the cards according to context.

Simulation 1 thus suggests that learning context-dependent cues could enable children to effectively bypass response conflict in the DCCS. Importantly, however, our computational simulation of sorting assumed that learners made the correct response throughout. Given that over the normal course of the DCCS, under-fours make frequent sorting errors, it is highly unlikely that a child playing the DCCS will actually experience the ideal learning conditions assumed in our simulation.

However, a considerable body of evidence supports the idea that learning generalizes across contexts (Gluck, 1991; Shepard, 1987). Within a discriminative learning framework, generalization results from a lack of discrimination. For example, in Simulation 1, when the initially poorly discriminated cues support perseverative responding, these perseverative responses are a form of (over-) generalization of learning from earlier trials (see Ramscar & Yarlett, 2007; Ramscar et al., 2010). Accordingly, if a child was to learn a particular configuration of cues and how they support (or failed to support) the correct response in one type of game context, what she learned about that context should transfer to other, similar contexts. This suggests that children’s performance on the DCCS could be successfully enhanced by providing them with an opportunity to learn about a color shape card + color game context (or color shape card + shape game context) while playing a game at which they could succeed on every trial, even after a rule switch.

Because 3-year-olds can reliably and flexibly name the dimensions of the cards in the DCCS even when they fail to correctly sort by them, a naming game provides precisely this kind of learning opportunity. The results of Simulation 1 suggest that asking children to name the conflicting dimensions of the cards in the context of the games should lead to them learning the context-dependent cue configurations that lead to the correct naming responses. If children then generalize this knowledge to their sorting responses—using the same conjunctive cues they learned in the labeling game—this should substantially reduce the response conflict they encounter in the DCCS, markedly improving their chances for successful rule switching.

**Simulating Noncompetitive Learning in the DCCS**

Our simulation predicts that competitive discrimination learning about the game contexts in a labeling context will help children’s performance on the DCCS. However, not all labeling tasks promote competitive learning. Depending upon the temporal
sequence in which objects and their labels are encountered, learning can be made more or less competitive (Ramscar et al., 2010), thus allowing us to isolate the effects of competitive learning on DCCS performance.

In the naming game, presenting cards and then labeling them (feature-to-label, or FL-learning; Ramscar et al., 2010; Ramscar et al., 2011) allows the features of the cards and game contexts to serve as cues to labeling responses. This facilitates competitive learning, in which the various cues “compete” for relevance in predicting the appropriate labeling response, losing associativity to other, more reliable cues, and gaining associativity from other, less reliable cues. Cue competition thus allows a learner to discriminate the cues that most reliably predict the correct response (such as the conjunctive cues) from unreliable cues that result in error (such as the dimensional cues; see Figure 3).

Importantly, simply reversing the predictive (temporal) relation between labels and features can have a dramatic impact on cue competition. Whereas FL-learning involves predicting an individual label from a complex, multidimensional set of cues (the features of the cards), label-to-feature (or LF-) learning involves just the opposite: predicting a complex, multidimensional perceptual item (the card) from an individual cue (a symbolic label). Because verbal labels are sparse, they do not provide a learner with the raw materials required for discrimination learning (a matrix of feature dimensions that covary across learning contexts; Ramscar et al., 2010). In effect, LF-learning provides learners with just a single cue (a label) to learn from, thereby eliminating cue competition (if there are no other cues present, there are no other cues to lose associative value to). As a result, when a label acts as a cue, its associative value rises and falls according to whether it successfully or unsuccessfully predicts a given dimensional feature, effectively tracking the frequency with which labels and card features co-occur (for a formal analysis and extended discussion of the effects of information structure on learning, see Ramscar et al., 2010).

To illustrate the effect this manipulation has on discrimination learning, Figure 4a depicts a variant of our earlier simulation in which cards depicting objects are alternately presented and then named in color and shape-naming games. As can be seen, FL-learning results in the devaluing of the individual dimensional cues (red and star), and learning of the conjunctive cues (“rules”) appropriate to each naming game. However, in LF-learning (Figure 4b), because the cards’ features do not compete as cues, the associative value accorded to the conjunctive cues will simply track the frequency with which dimensional features are present after labeling in each labeling game context.

As the dimensions occur with equal frequency (every card has both a color and shape), LF-learning will fail to discriminate between them. This means that although there will be learning about the game contexts in LF-presentations, LF-learning will provide identical evidence for the conflicting cues (Figure 4b). Thus, although a child asked to switch in a sorting task after LF-training will not face the same predicament as a child asked to switch dimensions in an ordinary DCCS task (where the available evidence actually favors perseveration; see Figure 2),
she will still face the problem of selecting among competing responses.

The different outcomes promoted by FL- and LF-training allow for our predictions about both the influence of discrimination learning in context, and the mechanisms that give rise to it, to be formalized and tested in detail. Figure 5 presents the results of two simulations that model performance on two DCCS tests. The simulations were given the same information—structured in the same way—as the children in our training experiment. In the first simulation, test performance was assessed following two FL naming games, and in the second simulation, following two LF naming games. In the games, two sets of cards that varied on two dimensions (shape and color) were presented and labeled in either an FL- or LF-sequence. In the color game, the color dimension was labeled, and in the shape game, shape was labeled.

Although the temporal sequence in which cards were presented and labeled varied across the two training conditions, the sequence of presentation and elicitation in DCCS testing was the same across conditions (children in all three experimental conditions were tested on the standard DCCS). Notably, because cards are presented prior to sorting in the DCCS, the information structure in test trials resembled the FL-training trials.

As can be seen in the FL-trained simulation (Figure 5a), by the first switch in sorting at Trial 19, the associative value of the appropriate conjunctive cue (*star + shape game*) is appreciably stronger than the competitor *red* cue, and by the second switch at Trial 31, the gap between reliable cue and competitor has more than doubled. This suggests that FL-training should do much to minimize response conflict, helping most children sort correctly across both tests.

By contrast, LF-training is far less helpful, at least initially (Figure 5b). At the critical first switch at Trial 19, the associative value of the conjunctive cue (*star + shape game*) is the same as that of the competitor *red* cue, which means that both of two conflicting responses are supported. However, by the second switch at Trial 31, there is a significant gap between the appropriate conjunctive cue (*red + color game*) and the competitor (*star*), which predicts reliable sorting. At first glance, this would seem to suggest that while many LF-learners should fail on the first switch, they may well pass on the second. Tempting as this interpretation is, it is also misleading, because the simulation assumed that the correct sort is made throughout. However, in the context of the experiment, this is only necessarily true of the training trials (1–12), in which children are labeling the cards. If, in testing, subjects are unable to resolve the response conflict on the first switch trial—and end up sorting incorrectly over Trials 19–24—they will gain none of the benefits from learning on subsequent trials that the simulation suggests.

Figure 5 thus confirms our prediction that FL-structured naming games ought to provide children
with considerable help in avoiding perseverative responding (Figure 5a), whereas LF-training will only be of help if children can overcome the response conflict that arises on the critical first switch trial (Figure 5b).

Training Experiment

To test these ideas, we examined the effect that providing discrimination training to children would have on their performance in the DCCS.

Method

Participants. A total of 47 English-speaking children between 3 and 4 years old (M = 3 years 6.8 months) participated in this study, with a near-even balance between genders (25 girls and 22 boys). Participants were recruited from Stanford and the surrounding community.

Methods and materials. Two groups of children received either FL or LF training on the cards (Ramscar et al., 2010), before completing standard DCCS tasks (Zelazo, 2006). A control group was tested on the DCCS without training. All three groups were age and gender balanced.

In the two training conditions, children were introduced to shape and color games prior to the DCCS using 12 sorting cards (six yellow flowers and six green boats). In the FL-condition, children were first told, “In the shape game, we name the different shapes on these cards.” The experimenter then presented the first card to the child and asked the child to label it. After children correctly labeled the first 6 of the 12 cards, the experimenter said, “We’re going to play the color game. In the color game, we are going to say what colors are on these cards.” Children then labeled the remaining six cards in the new game.

Whereas children in the FL condition saw the card and labeled it, children in the LF condition were asked to say the label before seeing the card. They were told, “In the shape game, we name the different shapes on these cards. The first card is going to be a flower—can you say ‘flower’?” The experimenter showed the card to the child only after the child had repeated the label. The basic structure of the LF-training was the same as the FL-training; naming six cards by one dimension and then switching to the other dimension.

The two training groups and the control group then completed two standard DCCS tasks. The first DCCS task used the same sort cards as those in training (yellow flowers and green boats), whereas the second DCCS task used new cards, with different shapes and colors (blue trucks and red stars). The second DCCS task thus tested children’s ability to generalize what they had learned, as it required them to sort by newly introduced colors in the context of the color game, rather than simply select yellow versus green.

The first testing dimension (shape or color) was counterbalanced across children, and children were required to correctly sort six cards in the preswitch. Once a child had done this, the sorting dimension was switched. Exactly six cards were sorted in the postswitch test. Before each trial, the subjects were either reminded of the current game’s rules or asked to answer “knowledge questions,” such as, “Where do the flowers go? Where do the boats go?” Children were given no feedback about their sorting of the cards. After the first DCCS task, children completed the second DCCS task with new cards, and the switching dimension was reversed from the first task.

Results

All children in the two training conditions correctly labeled the cards. In testing, children were considered to have “passed” the DCCS task if they sorted at least five of the six postswitch cards correctly. Sixty-nine percent of the FL-trained children passed the first DCCS task and 75% the second. By contrast, 33% of the LF-trained children passed the first task and 40% the second. Nineteen percent of the control children passed in each test (Figure 6).

Chi-square tests (the usual method of analysis for the DCCS) revealed significantly higher rates of successful rule switching in the FL-condition (11/16...
children succeeded) compared to 5/15 in the LF-condition, \( \chi^2(1, N = 31) = 9.7, p = .005 \); second switch, FL-condition (12/16 succeeded), LF-condition 6/15, \( \chi^2(1, N = 31) = 17.0, p = .001 \). Against the control group (3/16 in each), the comparisons with the FL-condition were, first switch, \( \chi^2(1, N = 32) = 14.9, p = .001 \); second switch, \( \chi^2(1, N = 32) = 23.7, p = .001 \). (These findings were confirmed in an equivalent series of parametric analyses.)

A series of one-sample \( t \) tests revealed that, overall, the FL-trained children had managed to sort correctly at above chance rates in the switch trials, \( t(31) = 2.666, p < .02 \), confirming that their training had enabled them to overcome the perseverative bias induced in the DCCS, while the baseline children sorted correctly at below chance rates, \( t(31) = -3.161, p < .005 \), confirming that they had perseverated on their prior sorts in the switch trials, just as previous studies of the DCCS in children of this age suggested they would.

Taken as a whole, the LF-trained children performed at chance in the switch trials, \( t(29) = -0.586, p = .56 \). This was consistent with the predictions of our LF-trained simulation, which suggested that while these children would learn something about the contextual rules, their use of the rules would be subject to considerable interference from the irrelevant cues (Figure 5b). However, inspection of the LF-trained children’s results revealed that individually, the children’s performance was not at chance; rather, some children were consistently sorting correctly, whereas others were perseverating.

Given that our maturation account suggests that response-conflict processing is acquired gradually, it follows that we should expect that, on average, LF-training ought to be of more benefit to the older children in our sample (older 3-year-olds are more likely to be in a position to process the limited conflict that remains after training than younger 3-year-olds). This should be especially true in comparison to the baseline children, who will still face a perseverative bias after the first sort game. In contrast, FL-learners ought to be less affected by age, as FL-learning leads to more distinct representations of the sort rules than LF (Figure 5).

To examine the extent to which these predictions were borne out in our results, we performed a median split by age on the groups of children in the study (for a breakdown of these groups, see Table 1), subjecting children’s sorting to analysis in a 3 (training condition) \( \times \) 2 (older vs. younger) \( \times \) 2 (first vs. second DCCS trial) analysis of variance. This revealed that while there was no effect of the first versus the second DCCS test on children’s performance, \( F(1, 94) = 0.120, p > .7 \), both training, \( F(2, 93) = 9.199, p < .001 \), and age, \( F(1, 94) = 14.458, p < .001 \), did have a significant effect on sorting. Furthermore, consistent with the predictions of our model, there was a significant interaction between age and training in children’s performance, \( F(2, 93) = 3.229, p < .05 \) (see Figure 7). As expected, while the discrimination learning brought about by FL-training helped children pass the DCCS across the full age spectrum tested in our experiment, the overall reduction in response conflict in LF-training was only of benefit to the older children tested.

Notably, there may be other possible explanations for why the LF-trained children failed to benefit from training in the same way as their FL-trained counterparts. In particular, the FL-structure of testing may have made it easier for participants trained FL to generalize their knowledge to the sorting task. Given the design of the standard DCCS, this possibility cannot be completely ruled out. However, it should be noted that in previous studies of number and color learning in children, and relative pitch and complex-category learning in adults, FL-trained participants consistently outperform LF-trained participants, even when testing is structured LF (Ramscar et al., 2010; Ramscar et al., 2011). The consistency of these temporal ordering effects across the visual and auditory domains, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean age</td>
<td>3 years 2.5 months</td>
<td>3 years 2.5 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean age</td>
<td>3 years 8.2 months</td>
<td>3 years 8.1 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. FL = feature-to-label; LF = label-to-feature.
across a diverse array of tasks, argues for the consistency of the underlying learning mechanism.

Discussion

We predicted that playing naming games that promoted discrimination learning about the sorting rules used in the DCCS would improve children’s performance on this task. Consistent with these predictions, younger children given training that was designed to promote contextual discrimination learning were consistently able to switch rules and pass the DCCS. When a less effective training program was administered, only the older children derived any benefit; children given the task without any prior training failed as expected. Taken together, these findings are consistent with our suggestion that perseverative responding in the postswitch is the result of how dimensional cues are devalued in the preswitch and, too, with our suggestion that 3-year-olds generally lack the ability to process response conflict online. However, framing the different “values” of children’s representations in terms of formal learning models, allows us to give a more nuanced explanatory account of both how performance develops over learning trials and how performance will be affected by various changes in the task paradigm.

Figure 7. Percentage of correct sorts by the older and younger children by training condition. Error bars are SEM.

Applying a Dual Route Account to Other Findings

Our results and analysis suggest that two factors influence the way under-fours deal with potentially conflicting task demands, such as those imposed by the DCCS, namely, in terms of discrimination learning on one hand, and response-conflict processing on the other. There are at least half a dozen theoretical accounts of the effect that response conflict has on DCCS performance. However, given under-4s’ overall weakness when it comes to response-conflict processing, it seems clear that an increased understanding of the way that children learn as they perform the task, and the contexts in which this learning occurs, can offer insight into a range of theoretical debates in the literature.

For example, in recent years, there has been much interest in “negative priming” (NP) effects in DCCS tasks. In a classic NP study, Zelazo et al. (2003) ran two variants of the DCCS: a partial change version and a total change version. In the partial change task, the dimension that was irrelevant to sorting in the preswitch was changed in the postswitch (e.g., children might sort red rabbits by shape during the preswitch and yellow rabbits by color during the postswitch). In the total change task, by contrast, both dimensions changed from preswitch to postswitch (e.g., children might sort red rabbits by shape during the preswitch and blue trucks by color in the post-switch). Zelazo et al. found that while most 3-year-olds continued to perseverate in the partial change task, most passed in the total change task. Zelazo and colleagues attributed these results to negative priming—that is, to the “disruption or slowing of a response to a stimulus that has previously been ignored” (Müller et al., 2006)—and concluded that to successfully sort during the preswitch trials, children needed to “suppress” attention to the irrelevant dimension, a tactic that then proved troublesome when that dimension become relevant again in the postswitch.

This theoretical stance is both in keeping with our suggestion that perseverative responding in the postswitch is the result of how dimensional cues are devalued in the preswitch and, too, with our suggestion that 3-year-olds generally lack the ability to process response conflict online. However, framing the different “values” of children’s representations in terms of formal learning models, allows us to give a more nuanced explanatory account of both how performance develops over learning trials and how performance will be affected by various changes in the task paradigm.
Take the partial change version of the DCCS: In the preswitch shape game, a child learns that cards are sorted by rabbit but not by red; then, in the postswitch, a child is expected to sort yellow rabbits by color. In this version of the task, the child learns on the preswitch that the dimensional cue rabbit is a strong predictor of a correct sort. Then on the postswitch, rabbit competes with a new cue—yellow—which has no predictive value whatsoever, as it has not been learned about; indeed, if anything has been learned about yellow, it is that it is not an informative cue to sorting. That children perseverate, and continue to sort by rabbits, is readily captured by a learning account.

The results of the total change version are similarly predictable: In the preswitch, the child learns about a specific set of cues and their outcomes (red rabbits sorted by shape); whereas, in the postswitch, the child learns about an entirely new set of cues and their outcomes (blue trucks sorted by color). While we would expect some form of cue generalization even after one switch, and therefore some learning about color—which may explain why fully one fourth of 3-year-olds still do not pass this version—we would also expect that there should be much less interference when the sets of cues change completely, and correspondingly higher overall pass rates.

Separating out the influences of learning and response conflict can reconcile a number of other notable findings regarding the various factors that improve 3-year-olds’ performance on DCCS tasks. For example, having the child—rather than the experimenter—label the card to be sorted (Towse et al., 2000) facilitates discrimination learning, whereas having the bins marked by cartoon characters (who desire certain cards) instead of target cards (with conflicting dimensions; Perner & Lang, 2002) reduces the response conflict inherent in the task. Likewise, separating out the relevant dimensions (color and shape) and having the child characterize them in relation to different objects (Diamond et al., 2005; Kloo & Perner, 2005) does both: reducing the task demands, while facilitating learning.

Considering both of these issues in tandem may help explain why even 4-year-olds encounter difficulty with flexible switching when strong situational cues are absent (Blaye, Paour, Bernard-Peyron, & Bonthoux, 2006), while even some of the youngest 3-year-olds in our experiment were able to pass the DCCS, given FL-training. In addition, the marked split between the older and younger children in our LF condition is a telling illustration of how cognitive maturity and learning interact in performance. These findings underscore the idea that while changes in response conflict processing around age 4 noticeably begin to facilitate flexible switching, the process of change is gradual, and subject to an extended developmental timetable (Anderson, 2002; Davidson et al., 2006; Rueda et al., 2005).

**The Advantages of Cognitive Immaturity**

In all of this, one final question remains: Why is the ability to dynamically process response conflict comparatively weak in young children? What possible benefit might this confer? We suggest that delayed cognitive maturation may actually be advantageous to children when it comes to learning behavioral conventions (Ramscar & Gitcho, 2007; Thompson-Schill et al., 2009). Both linguistic and social knowledge are, in essence, conventional. For symbols (such as words) to have “symbolic value,” their values must be both conventionalized and internalized, and it may be that inflexible learning is actually useful in this regard (Ramscar et al., 2010).

The question of how whole communities come to share symbolic conventions is rarely posed, let alone answered. We propose that if young learners are unable to actively select what they attend to during the course of learning, then they will tend to sample the environment in much the same way: Given similar input to learn from, they will acquire similar representations of that input. If, on the other hand, those same learners were able to choose what they attended to in learning, the potential for conventions to be acquired in this way would decrease dramatically. It may be that the less children are able to direct their attention in learning, the more what they learn will be shaped by the statistical regularities of their physical, social, and linguistic environments (see also Hudson-Kam & Newport, 2005; Singleton & Newport, 2004). It follows, then, that poor performance on the DCCS may be part of the price children pay for their extraordinary abilities when it comes to acquiring social and linguistic conventions.

Finally, the ability of under-fours to “hide” their cognitive inflexibility, such that it requires careful experimentation to be revealed, and the speed with which children in our experiment were able to utilize contextual cues to succeed at the DCCS, may have important implications for our understanding of everyday cognitive processing in adults. The evidence presented here suggests that young children make extensive use of context in their interactions with the world. It may be that much of adult cognition works in the same way and is far more contextually embedded than is often supposed.
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